BHAKTAPUR

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITES (1979 AD)
- BHAKTAPUR DURBAR SQUARE
- CHANGUNARAYAN TEMPLE

MAJOR SOURCES OF INCOME
- TOURISM, SAND, STONE AND SOIL MINES
- LIVESTOCK
- DAIRY PRODUCTS

RELIGIONS
- HINDU: 86.38%
- ISLAM: 1.97%
- BUDDHIST: 9.18%
- KIRAT: 0.38%
- CHRISTIAN: 1.97%
- OTHER: 0.12%

LANGUAGE
- NEPALESE: 47.5%
- MAITHILI: 4.26%
- MAITI: 0.5%
- MAGAR: 0.5%
- TAMANG: 7.8%
- BHOLPUR: 0.5%

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS
- BHAKTAPUR DURBAR SQUARE
- TAUMADHI SQUARE - NYATAPOLA
- DATTATRAYA SQUARE
- POTTERY SQUARE
- SHIDDHAPOKHARI
- KAMALPOKHARI

FAMOUS FOR
- Wood Carving
- Terracotta Crafts
- Thanka Painting
- Nepal Foods

RECOMMENDED PLACES TO VISIT
- Bhaktapur Durbars Square
- Taumadhi Square - Nyatapola
- Dattatraya Square
- Pottery Square
- Shiddhakali Temple

INFORMATION PLATFORM
Bhaktapur.com is an information-based platform where anyone can get and give the best possible information about this yawning city, Bhaktapur.
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Shahmatpu...